
  



I
t has always been 
about a journey of 
exploring and seeing 
things in a different 

way. A life full of adventure, 
beautiful places, interesting 
humans and vibrant flavours 
emerging from the path 
that unfolds. Sports have 
coloured everything in such 
a way that made it possible 
to understand and see 
more. The interaction with 
people whilst practicing and 
enjoying so many sports, is 
unique.

Each step towards a new 
goal that we set, makes 
our current beginning…
so exciting.

Filios  Sazeides,  Founder

Smileskates
Smileskates makes it possible for 
you to flow on 4 wheels, on a deck 

you fancy and enjoy as the universe 
applauds at your smile that skates 
along a smooth surface within your 

personal rhythm.

We offer amazing, super solid, high 
end skates in order for you 

to cruise with friends, practice your 
surf turns, dance along, 

show your crazyness, embrace
 your imagination...do whatever 

excites you by gliding 
on your own skate.



LF kites are the real deal. Julien Fillion, designer of LF kites, is the real deal. Our international and national team 
riders, who test the kites day in and out, are the real deal. All Liquid Force kites are designed from sketchpad 
to computer screen. Needs, wants, concepts and necessities are all painstakingly processed, designed, tested 
and implemented to build superior kites that take riding to the next level.
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Model: Surfy 
Dimensions: 86.5 cm x 26.5 cm | 34 inches x 10.5 inches

Wheelbase: 52.5 cm or 47.5 cm | 20.5 inches or 18.75 inches
Deck: Canadian Maple + Exotic Wood Veneer

Front Truck: Surfing* (black color) 
Rear Truck: Kingpin* (black color)

Bearings: Abec-9
Wheels: 78a | 66 mm x 51 mm (rounded / black)

* we can provide different truck upon request (only for pre-orders)

There are days that waves take 
a long holiday and what we 

are left with is this magnificent 
shape for practice our pumping, 
sliding with a smile on our face. 

Refining our moves for 
when the waves are back!

  

  



Creating lines 
on surfaces 

is what 
this carving 
machine is 
made for.

Model: Carvy 
Dimensions: 80.5 cm x 26.5 cm | 31.5 inches x 10.5 inches

Wheelbase: 47.5 cm or 42.5 cm | 18.75 inches or 16.75 inches
Deck: Canadian Maple + Exotic Wood Veneer

Front Truck: Surfing* (black color)
Rear Truck: Kingpin* (black color)

Bearings: Abec-9
 Wheels: 78a | 66 mm x 51 mm (sharp / black)

* we can provide different truck upon request (only for pre-orders)

    



Model: Cruisy 
Dimensions: 78.5 cm x 25.5 cm | 31 inches x 10 inches

Wheelbase: 46.5 cm | 18.25 inches
Deck: Canadian Maple 

Front Truck: Carving* (light blue color) 
Rear Truck: Kingpin* (light blue color) 

Bearings: Abec-7 
Wheels: 78a | 66 mm x 51 mm (sharp / black)

* we can provide different truck upon request (only for pre-orders)

Cruising 
in the city is surely 

joyful and this 
is why this mellow 

deck embraces 
the journey. 

    



Compact 
with plenty of 
fun ready to 

be launched in 
small spaces & 

everywhere! 

Model: Smally 
Dimensions: 59.5 cm x 23.5 cm | 23.5 inches x 9.25 inches

Wheelbase: 29.5 cm | 11.5 inches
Deck: Chinese Maple

Front Truck: Carving* (light blue color)
Rear Truck: Kingpin* (light blue color)

Bearings: Abec-7
Wheels: 78a | 66 mm x 51 mm (rounded / black)

* we can provide different truck upon request (only for pre-orders)

  

  



It is lovely 
to dance 
on these 
wheels in 

a bohemian 
ride along 

smooth 
grounds.

Model: Dancy 
Dimensions: 100.5 cm x 25.5 cm | 39.5 inches x 10 inches

Wheelbase: 76.5 cm or 71 cm or 65.5 cm
30 inches or 28 inches or 25.75 inches 

Deck: Canadian Maple
Front Truck: Reverse Kingpin* (light blue color)
Rear Truck: Reverse Kingpin* (light blue color)

Bearings: Abec-9
Wheels: 78a | 66 mm x 51 mm (rounded / black)

* we can provide different truck upon request (only for pre-orders)

    



Model: Jazzy 
Dimensions: 75.5 cm x 25.5 cm | 29.75 inches x 10 inches

Wheelbase:  51.5 cm or 46 cm or 40.5 cm | 20.25 inches or 18 inches or 16 inches
Deck: Canadian Maple

Front Truck: Reverse Kingpin* (light blue color)
Rear Truck: Reverse Kingpin* (light blue color)

Bearings: Abec-9 
Wheels: 78a | 66 mm x 51 mm (rounded / black)

* we can provide different truck upon request (only for pre-orders)

A flying carpet that will 
make your moves so 

divine and your 
rhythm a playful ride ;) 

    



Model: Easy 
Dimensions: 69 cm x 20.25 cm I 27 inches x 8 inches

Wheelbase: 40 cm / 15.75 inches
Deck: Plastic Recycled

Front Truck: Swinging (black color)
Rear Truck: Kingpin (black color)

Bearings: Abec-7 
Wheels: 85a | 60 mm x 45 mm (rounded / black)

  

The GO ahead 
for anyone that 

wants to have fun whilst 
generating speed with ease...

children and teenagers 
will enjoy it the most.



Unique Series

…that you can see through
Glassy Series

…that you can tailor made 



W
on

de
r Series

…that you can play with

+

27.5 cm x 60 cm | 10.75" x 23.5"27 cm x 69 cm | 10.5" x 27"30 cm x 60 cm | 11.75" x 23.5"26 cm x 60 cm | 10.25" x 23.5"28.5 cm x 65 cm | 11.25" x 25.5"30 cm x 60 cm | 11.75” x 23.5”



“The joy of being a beginner” 

We all love doing something...by doing, means that we are 
moving and like water that runs constantly we keep on 

exploring places. We see, hear, smell, touch, experience new 
things. We become fresh again...it’s like being reborn. Life is 
constantly moving and every day is a unique day and this 

Monday it will never be like any other Monday. The same goes 
for all the days. The moment we set ourselves in a position 

to be beginners, we are in the present and realisation that we 
don’t know it all. We become humble, we remove our shield and 

prepare for adventure. At the same time, we are learning and 
learning is life.  Don’t wait for the perfect time and step into a 
new beginning, even if your friends ain’t joining. New friends 

will be found in the place that you will be going to...like water, 
gently run, drop, fly...see new places with a fresh eye.

We are all beginners, in what we are actually trying to learn, 
achieve, reach & break through. The perfect time...beg your 

inner and become a winner! 

“It’s the journey that counts, not the destination” 
Constantine Cavafis - ITHACA



 www.smileskates.com ~  flow@smileskates.com ~  +357 99 355 191

  


